Customer Success Story – Maldives Gas BRS Study
CloudFronts worked with Maldives Gas to conduct their BRS study before extensive Microsoft
Dynamics ERP implementation plan.

About Maldives Gas
Maldive Gas is a public-private company established on 3rd October 1999, in union with State
Trading Organization (PLC) and Champa Oil and Gas Private Limited. They were instrumental in
bringing an end to the consumption of old-fashioned stoves by replacing them with the muchimproved gas stoves in Maldives. Today, apart from being the largest LPG and Medical Oxygen
provider in the Maldives, the company owns four distribution facilities in Thilafushi, Male’ Villimale,
and Hulhumale. Please read further about the customer here https://maldivegas.com/

Business Challenges
Maldive Gas is looking to replace their legacy platforms with a single platform to manage their
business operations. They required CloudFronts to establish Business Requirements Study (BRS) to
document current business operations, processes, systems and provide extensive recommendations
on the implementation of Microsoft ERP.

Solution
An ERP implementation entails investment in both time and money. CloudFronts team travelled
onsite and collected the data and resources required to complete the ERP implementation. The
study was conducted on the basis of the multiple value parameters like Needs Assessment,
Resources Assessment, Technical Assessment and Company Culture Assessment. The overall
assessment produces the information like potential ROI, support business workload, and figure out
how users will respond to the new ERP and how much time your organization is willing to put into
change management.

Key Technologies
1. Dynamics 365 Finance
2. Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management

Post Go-live
Post BRS study, Maldives Gas has been able to gather significant insights related to the ERP
implementation. Their engagement has enabled CloudFronts to document current processes and
make an informed decision, mitigate risks, gain comprehensive feedback and form consensus before
implementing an extensive Dynamics ERP implementation plan.
Email us your requirements at ashah@cloudfronts.com or fill out the contact us form.

